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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

Administrative Judges:

Alan S. Rosenthal, Chairman September 14, 1983
Gary J. Edles (ALAB-740)
Dr. Reginald L. Gotchy

)
In the Matter of )

)
UNION ELECTRIC COMPANY ) Docket Nos. STN 50-483-OL

)
(Callaway Plant, Unit 1) )

)

Kenneth M. Chackes, St. Louis, Missouri, for the joint
intervenors Coalition for the Environment, St. Louis
Region; Missourians for Safe Energy; and the Crawdad
Alliance.

Thomas A. Baxter, Washington, D.C. (with whom Richard
E. Galen, Washington, D.C. , was on the brief) , for
the applicant Union-Electric Company.

Robert G. Perlis for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
staff. '

DECISION

I. Introduction

A recurring issue in reactor operating license

'

proceedings is whether the facility has been properly
-

I constructed. In most instances, the focus is upon the
L

execution of the quality assurance program designed to

eliminate the possibility that construction deficiencies of

| potential safety significance will go undetected and

therefore unrectified.

In cny project even remotely approaching in magnitude
! and complexity the erection of a nuclear power plant, there
I
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inevitably will be some construction defects tied to quality

assurance lapses. It would therefore be totally

unreasonable to hinge the grant of an NRC operating license

upon a demonstration of error-free construction. Nor is

such a result mandated by either the Atomic Energy Act of

1954, as amended, or.the Commission's implementing

regulations. What they. require is simply a finding of

'

reasonable assurance that, as built, the facility can and

will be operated without endangering the public health and

'
safety. 42 U.S.C. SS 2133(d), 2232(a); 10 CFR

S 50.57 (a) (3) (i) .1 Thus, in examining claims of quality

assurance deficiencies, one must look to the implication of

those deficiencies in terms of safe plant operation.

Obviously,-this ingdiry necessitates careful

consideration of whether all ascertained construction errors

have been cured. Even if this is established to be the
_

case, however, there may remain a question whether there has

been a breakdown in quality assurance procedures of-

i sufficient dimensions to raise legitimate doubt as to the

overall integrity of the facility and its safety-related

structures and components. A demonstration of a pervasive
.

1 See Power Reactor Development Co. v. International
Union, 367 U.S. 396, 407 (1961); Maine Yankee Atomic Power
Co. (Maine Yankee Atomic Power Station) , ALAB-161, 6 AEC
1003, 1004 (1973), aff'd cub nom. Citizens for Safe Power,
-Inc. v. NRC,'524 F.2d 1291 (D.C. Cir. 1975).

.
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failure to carry out the quality assurance program might

well stand in the way of the requisite safety finding..

It is in this context that we turn to the appeal now

before us in the operating license proceeding involving the

Union Electric Company's Callaway nuclear facility located

in Missouri. That appeal, taken by three organizations that

intervened jointly in the proceeding,2 is frcm a partial

initial decision of the Licensing Board rendered on December

13, 1982. See LBP-82-109, 16 NRC 1829. In that decision,

the Board addressed exclusively the contentions of the

Intervenors directed to quality assurance and quality
,

control in the course of Callaway construction.43

Specifically, the decision deals with the Intervenors'

assertion that there have',been numerous deficiencies in

carrying out the quality assurance program -- deficiencies

attributed to the utility applicant and, as well, the

principal architect-engineer (the Bechtel Power

Corporation); the construction contractor (the Daniel
~

2 Coalition for the Environment, St. Louis Region;
Missourians for Safe Energy; and the Crawdad Alliance
(hereaf ter referred to collectively as "Intervenors") ..

'3 The term " quality assurance" includes quality
control. See 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B Introduction.
Henceforth in this opinion, the term " quality assurance"
will be employed to embrace quality control.

4 The Licensing Board still has before it the issue of
offsite emergency planning.

_ - - - , . .... . . _ , - , - . .-- ,
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International Corporation); and certain suppliers of

safety-related components and materials.5 According to the

Intervenors, these deficiencies reflect a pervasive

breakdown in quality assurance procedures such that the

safety of the plant can not be guaranteed; for this reason,

Intervenors maintained the plant should not be licensed for

operation.6 On the basis of the evidentiary record

.

5
Union Electric is a member of the SNUPPS

(Standardized Nuclear Power Plant System) organization made
up 'of several utilities pursuing a standard design for their
plants. Bechtel is the lead architect-engineer for all
SNUPPS projects. Daniel was engaged by Union Electric to
construct the Callaway facilit:r.

6 The opening paragraph of the Intervenors' quality
assurance contention reads:

SurveillanceandinbyectionfunctionsofApplicant
Union Electric Company, and others, including Bechtel
Power Corp. (lead architect / engineer), Daniel

,

International Corp. (construction contractor) and Code
Authorized Nuclear,Insp_ectors, failed,to ensure the
quality of safety-related material, structures, systems
and components through all phases of their fabrication,

- construction, testing and inspection contrary to the
quality assurance criteria of 10 C.F.R. Part 50
Appendix B. Many vendor-supplied components were on
the construction site and were approved for
installation before code-defined deficiencies and
nonconformances were identified. During construction
deficiencies and nonconformances were accepted against
code requirements. Without effective surveillance and
inspection by the Applicant, and others, of material
suppliers, component vendors, and construction
contractors, all safety-related material, structures,
systems, and components must be considered of
questionable integrity. Because effective surveillance
and inspection were not performed, the safe operation
of the Callaway Plant is in jeopardy and should not be
licensed.

- _______ - _
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developed on these claims, the Licensing Board found, to the

contrary,-that there had been no general breakdown in

quality assurance procedures, that the various identified

construction-defects had been remedied, and that there was

reasonable assurance that the Callaway plant could be,

operated safely.

On their appeal, the Intervenors renew the arguments

advanced by them below: they continue to insist that genuine
safety problems remain unresolved and that the construction

deficiencies that were uncovered demonstrate the overall

unreliability of the Callaway quality assurance program.

For the reasons set forth below, we disagree and affirm the

Licensing Board's ultimate determination on the quality
.

assurance issue. .

.,

a

4
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,
II. Specific Safety Issues'

,

A. Honeycombing

The " base mat" is a reinforced concrete slab that

serves as the foundation for the reactor building. Concrete

for the base mat was placed during a continuous pour lasting

more than 60 hours, from April 6-9, 1977. When the pour was

completed, voids or air pockets in the concrete

characterized as "honeycombing" (and resembling popcorn in

appearance) were discovered.8 Repairs were undertaken and

tests of the r, paired concrete were made. Among other

7
The applicant and the NRC staff * contend, as a

preliminary matter, that the Intervenors' brief fails to ,

meet the requirements of-10 CFR S 2.762. See Applicant's,

Brief ( Ap r. 6, 1983) at 10-12, Staff Brief (Apr. 18, 1983)
at 6-8. Many of the arguments _in the Intervenors' brief are
advanced in a cursory and imprecise fashion, necessitating
reference to the proposed findings of fact and conclusions
of law filed with the Licensing Board for amplification.
Our willingness throughout this opinion to infer appellate
arguments based on the proposed findings should not be taken

- as an indication of our acceptance of the practice of
~

relying on the proposed. findings in a brief. -As we have
noted, a brief that merely indicates reliance on previously
filed proposed findings, without meaningful argument
-addressing the Licensing Board's disposition of issues, is
of little value in appellate review. Public Service
Electric and Gas Co. (Salem Nuclear Generating Station, Unit
1), ALAB-650, 14 NRC 43, 50 (1981), aff'd sub nom. 'zawnship
of Lower'Alloways Creek v. Public Service Electric and Gas
Co., 687 F.2d 732 (3d Cir. 1982). The proposed findings and
conclusions presented to the Licensing Board appear to be
thorough and thoughtful. We would have been materially
assisted if a'similar effort had gone into the appellate
analysis of the Licensing Board's decision.

8 LBP-82.-109, supra, 16 NRC at 1845.

:

-
, . . _ , . _ . .- - . . _ . - . . . _ _ . _ _ _ . - _ - _ _ _ . . _ _ - _ _ . - _. - ... -
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- things, Bechtel hired Wiss, Janney, Elster and Associates

(WJE) to conduct a soniscopic examination of the base mat.

Basically, such testing measures the velocity of a sound

pulse through the base mat. The presence of voids in the

concrete is detected by a substantial reduction in velocity.

The-Licensing Board examined the evidence pertaining to

the causes of the honeycombing, the repairs undertaken, andi

the follow-up testing, and found that there is reasonable

assurance that no defects important to safety now exist.'
,

' Nevertheless, it noted two quality assurance deficiencies:

first, the applicant failed to provide specifications for

-the testing of dry pack,10 a deficiency the Board believed

to be harmless and which is not raised on appeal; second,

the applicant failed to prepare proper documentation of the
,

pour, a deficiency the Board found to be more serious.11

Despite these deficiencies, the Board determined that the

. overall quality assurance program functioned as designed,

. .that deficiencies.were promptly discovered and repairs made,

and that proper tests were undertaken.12 The-Board
|
|

.

9 d. at 184'6-47.
10 A putty-like mixture of cement and sand. Meyers, et

al., fol. Tr. 227 at.20 ,

11 16 NRC at 1848-50.

12
_I_d. at 1870-73.

b

4
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concluded, in sum, that the imperfections occurred despite

reasonable steps to prevent them, and that proper procedures

were established for testing and repair.

The Intervenors dispute the Board's conclusions in

three respects.

1. First, they challenge as unreliable the soniscopic

evaluation that was done following discovery of the

imperfections. The Licensing Board specifically reviewed

this chclienge and rejected it.13 In their brief to us, the

Intervenors charged that the Licensing Board erred when it

declined to adopt their arguments regarding the effect of

the steel plates embedded in the concrete on the reliability

of the soniscopic technique.14 At oral argument, however,

they claimed more generally that soniscopic testing is a

totally unreliable procedure.15

We find n'o basis for overturning the Board's technical

determinations. Turning first to the arguments raised in

- the brief, we believe, contrary to the Intervenors'

| assertion, that the Board was correct in observing that "the
!

interface between steel and concrete often results in a

;

1

~Id. at 1848, 1873.
14

Intervenors' Brief (Mar. 2, 1983) at 13-14.

i 15
| App. Tr. 31-33.

_ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ __ - _~ _._ _ _ _ _ _ _
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degraded signal or complete obstruction of the signal."16
i

Applicant's witness Pfeifer testified that signal loss does
,

occur from either the steel-concrete separation (i.e., a

tiny air space between the plate and the concrete that

results from normal concrete shrinkage as it dries) or a .

rouch surface on top of a slab. It is also clear that WJE

anticipated this phenomenon.and accounted for it by

cupplementing 'rertical shots around the steel plates with

angle shots across the same area of the base mat but away

from the immediate vicinity of the plate. Mr. Pfeifer

testified that in most cases the unsuccessful vertical shots
'

"could be transformed into successful shots by a siight

movement of one of the transducers," demonstrating that the

signal loss was from the. separation between steel and

concrete rather-than a void in the concrete itself.17 In

short, we disagree with the criticism of the Board's

technical determination regarding the effect of the steel on

the soniscopic testing..

We also believe that the general reliability of

soniscopic testing for revealing honeycombing in large

blocks of concrete has not been undermined. The applicant's
.

16
16 NRC at 1848.

Meyers et al.,.fol. Tr. 227, at 26-27. See also id.
at 24-26; Tr. 3ET-TF, 312-14.

-~

,. . .
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witness testified that such testing is a recognized

technique thatLWJE has employed-for more than if years.18
.
'-

Although the Intervenors disagree with his asso c:mant, they

did-not' introduce evidence on-the subject or et 's-examine

the witness (who is an expert on soniscopic testing and

; testified about the examination done at the Callaway plant).

They chose, instead, to present to the Licensing Board a
.

posthearing hypothetical argument designed to undermine the

validity of the testing technique. The argument relied on-

commonly accepted scientific material contained in a

chemistry and physics handbook of which the'y asked the Board

to take official notice.19 In our view, the Intervenors

were obligated to do more than merely raise scientific

cbjections in their proposed findings by reliance on

officially noticeable information. O'

! .

. _ _

.

1 -18 Meyers et al., fol. Tr. 227, at 24. The staff's
testimony is generally in accord. See Varela, fol. Tr. 396,
at 5..

. 19~See Intervenors' Proposed Findings of Fact and
| ' Conclusions of Law (Mar. 1, 1982) at 93-94 & n.49.

0
| Counsel for Intervenors conceded at oral argument

|
. hat, although the applicant's expert on the soniscopic

l -procedure testified at the hearing, the technical arguments
later presented to the Licensing Board in the proposed
findings had not been presented to the witness. App. Tr.
77.

i- .. -, - . . . . . . - . - .. . . - . , . , . . . - , --.-.-. - ,, -.
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The use of officially noticeable material is

unobjectionable in proper circumstances.21 Interested

parties, however "must have an effective chance to respond
,

to. crucial facts." Carson-Products Co. v. Califano, 594

F.2d~453, 459 (5th Cir. 1979) . See also Administrative

Precedure Act, Section 7 (d) , 5 U.S.C. S 556 (e) . Where, as

here, the question presented is the scientific reliability

of a technique employed by an expert witness, the failure to

present an analytical disagreement to that witness for

consideration. compromises the ability of the witness . (and

the party presenting him or her) to controvert the matter in

question. The timely introduction of evidence or pertinent

cross-examination at the hearing would plainly have resulted i
J

in a more' meaningful opportunity to address the Intervenors'

arguments and, hence, a definitive exploration of the
,

scientific question at issue.22
;

- 21 10 CFR S 2. 743 (i) . See, e.g., Armed Forces
Radiobiology Research Institute -(Cobalt-60 Storage
Facility), ALAB-682, 16 NRC 150, 154 n.3 (1982).

22 At oral argument, for example, counsel for the
Intervenors indicated his " understanding" that the use of
soniscopic testing is limited to structures thinner than
ten-foot: thick concrete filled with steel. App. Tr. 33. As

: we apprehend this argument, any substantial reduction in
transmission velocity -(which would indicate a void in the'

- ~ concrete) might be offset by an increase in velocity as the
sound wave passed'through the neighboring steel. But the
velocity in air (i . e . , through a void) is substantially less
' than that through either steel or concrete. See CRC

(Footnote Continued)

. . - . , , . - - . . .- _ - . - - - , - . . - . .~ . - . . - , . . - . - . - . . , _ , , , , , -
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2. Second, the Intervenors argue that the safety of

the entire. base mat has not been demonstrated because there

is no information available.concerning the condition of the

concrete in areas not accessible to inspection. They claim,

in this connection, that the lack of adequate documentation<

for the~ concrete pour makes it impossible to extrapolate<

about the quality /of the mat in those inaccessible areas.

We are. satisfied that the integrity of the entire base

mat has been, established. WJE actually tested about 25

percent of the " tendon gallery". The gallery is located

around the' circumference of the base mat and directly below

it, but makes up only 19 percent of the overall base mat.

The Intervenors claim that there is no evidence to

demonstrate the absence of honeycombing in other areas of

the base mat. While they are correct that there has been no
,

~

testing of those areas of the base mat that are

inaccessible, such lack does not weaken the validity of the

.

(Footnote Continued)
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics (63d ed.1982-83) at E-44.

,

I Therefore, such voids should still be detectable. Moreover,

! as we read'the record, the use of angle shots to supplement

| Vertical shots largely avoids this problem. This is
| precisely the type of matter, however, that should have been
L -raised earlier'and more explicitly with the witness.

i

|
23 The1 tendon gallery provides access for installation

L and: surveillance of vertical stressing tendons. Each tendon
is anchored to two steel trumplates located on opposite
sides of the base mat, directly above the tendon gallery.
Meyers et al., fol. Tr. 227, at 10-11, 14; Varela, fol. Tr.

|
396, at 7-77

-

L

.
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4 .

Board's finding concerning the integrity of the entire base

mat. .

First of all, the Board found that the areas actually

tested were the most likely candidate for honeycombing.24

This finding is unchallenged by the Intervenors.
,

Furthermore, the tendon gallery is the portion of the base

mat subjected to the most severe stress. In addition,

following_the repair work, the tendons that are anchored to-

the trumplates located in the base mat were placed under

tension. Such " post-tensioning" imposed the most severe
i

loads that will ever be imposed on the base mat. All the
,

tendons anchored in the base mat were tensioned without any

evidence of distress in the concrete.25 Finally, and most
,

|
important, the Board found that honeycombing in parts other

'

than the tendon gallery, even if it existed, would not

affect'the overall safety of the reactor building.26 Thei.
-

!

{ Intervenors do not dispute that finding.

- 3. Finally, the Intervenors assert that the admitted

~ deficiencies in-documentation call into question both the

quality of the base mat and-the applicant's overall quality
.

,

assurance procedures. The Licensing Board found to the
(

.

-24 16 NRC at.1846-47.

Id. at 1872.

26
| Id. a t . 18 4 6- 4.7.

-- . - - - - - _ _ _ . _ _ . . . _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ . _ _ __
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contrary.27 We agree with the Board. As discussed above,

there is ample evidence apart from the documentation to

' support the Board's conclusion'that the concrete of the base

-mat is structurally sound.. To be sure, the staff concluded

that each quality control inspector who monitored various

shifts -- not merel/ the quality control inspector present

at the termination of the pour -- should have signed a

report.. While the Licensing Board properly criticized the

applicant's procedures, it explicitly declined to find that

this deficiency illustrated a general breakdown in quality

assurance procedures.28 We see no basis on which to reverse

'the Board's. decision in this respect either.

B. Embedded Plates

Embedded. plates, or'gmbeds, are flat, rectangular steel
.

L plates that are set in concrete to serve as supports for
.

piping; electrical conduits and cable trays; heating,
_

L ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) components; and
i

~ _ structural steel framing. Embeds are made by weldingl

(either by machine or by hand) steel studs to one side of

(

Id. at 1848-50.

'8'
Id. at 1850.-

'29 The Intervenors also allege that training of
personnel was inadequate, but do not support their
allegation. See Intervenors' Brief at 12-13. We find no

! evidence of faulty training.

- - - . _ ~ . _ _

-
. - _ _ . -_,_. _- _ ._ __ _ _ . . _ . _ - - _ _ _ _ _
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the plate, placing the studs so the plate will be flush with

the concrete when poured and *.he studs will be fixed in the

concrete.30 All the embeds were made by the Cives Steel <

Company.

On June 9, 1977, during the course of plant

construction, an NRC inspector identified machine-welded

embedded plates with incomplete circumferential stud welds

'

that he believed had not been properly bend-tested as

required by American Welding Society (AWS) codes. By that

time, _430 safety-related plates had already been embedded in

concrete. Of these plates, 204 were machine-welded; 226

were manually welded.31 As a result, Daniel issued stop

work orders on any further work associated with these

; . plates. Separate investigations of both machine-welded and
.

manually-welded plates were begun by Cives and Daniel.
.

The Cives investigation, initiated at Bechtel's

direction, involved a reinspection of all machine and

manually-welded embeds that were onsite but had not yet been.

.

.

30 Schnell et al., fol. Tr. 501, at 10-11.

31
Id. at 28-29. A total of 481 embeds were originally

identifiec in July 1977 as supporting safety-related
,

' systems. Various design modifications have reduced the
number of machine-welded embeds supporting safety-related
. systems from 255 to 204. The precise location of, and the'

actual loads.on, each-embed is known.

,

, -, - - - - - . , 4- ,--,-.,..s,-.~,,,v-c--._-,, - - - -, . - , -.r -, -,-.c,,n - -,, , - n-,,,, , _ , , ,, - . , , , ,-
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installed.32 The inspection revealed that manual welds

fai. led to meet AWS specifications in four areas:

insufficient weld (leg) size; unequal leg size; unacceptable

'

profile (convexity); and excessive undercut. To determine

whether the manually-welded plates. installed prior to the

discovery of the defect were nevertheless safe, Bechtel

performed an engineering analysis based on preliminary

information provided by Cives. The Bechtel analysis assumed

*

a'1/8 inch undersize in all welds for the total 360*

. perimeter of the anchor rods and with both weld legs
,

considered undersized, and a 1/16 inch undercut around the4

full perimeter of the-rods. Based on these assumptions,

Bechtel calculated a reduced design capacity for all the

installed manually-welded., plates. No plate was found to be

subject to a load greater than its reduced design

| .. . _

'

.

32 The Intervenors initially challenged the safety of
both the machine-welded and manually-welded embeds. Their
discussion of machine-welded embeds, however, was confined
to one sentence in the brief, and counsel conceded at oral
argument that they were no longer pressing their claim
regarding machine-welded embeds.. See Intervenors' Brief at
12; App. Tr. 13-14. We affirm the Licensing Board's
: findings in connection with machine-welded embeds and limit
our textual discussion to the manually-welded embeds.

~ ..:---_.-_-_.,, .-. . . - . . . . - . - . - . _ - . . - . - _ . - _ . - . _ . - . , -
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capacity.33 The Bechtel analysis was reviewed and accepted

by tha NRC staff.34

The separate Daniel inspection resulted in a 610-page

written report. The report indicated substantial weld

defects and the existence of some weld undersizes in excess

of the 1/8 inch found by Cives and assumed by Bechtel in its

engineering analysis. Because the Daniel inspection

inf6rmation had not been brought to the attention of Bechtel

personnel at the time of the earlier analysis, Bechtel and

Daniel initiated a review to determine if the Daniel and

5
Cives data could b'e reconciled. That reconciliation

effort resulted in a staff conclusion that the Bechtel

analysis. remained valid.36 The Licensing Board reviewed the

evidence and concluded tha.t the embeds installed before

discovery of the defect were safe. In this connection, the
.

33 See Schnell et al., fol. Tr. 501, at 35-39. Two-

- other weld deficiencies Tound by Cives (unequal weld legs
and unacceptable weld profile) were determined by Bechtel
not to affect the capacity of the embeds. The Intervenors
do not appear to challenge this Bechtel determination.

'~4 See Staff Ex. 6 at 7-8.

35 See 16 NRC at 1839.
i 36 See Staff Ex. 6 at 8-10.

.

m_.. _
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Board.apparently accepted the Bechtel conclusion that the

Daniel data were unreliable.3

The Board.was.nonetheless plainly concerned about the

overall handling of the embeds problem by the applicant,

Bechtel, and the NRC staff, and reviewed the matter to

determine whether the applicant's quality assurance program

functioned effectively.38 As we shall discuss later, the

Board was extremely skeptical of Bechtel's assertion that it

was unaware of the Daniel investigation or findings at the ,

time it undertook its own engineering analysis. Despite

what the Board characterized as "a serious disregard by the

Applicant and its major contractors for quality assurance

considerations in the handling of certain aspects of the

manual welded embed plats., problem,"39 it found, overall,

that the, applicant's effort to correct deficiencies was

consistent with proper quality assurance.
~

The Intervenors challenge the safety of the

f manually-welded embeds. In particular, they complain-that

no testing was done of the embeds actually installed.

'Moreover, although they do not appear to challenge Bechtel's

37 See 16 NRC at 1841, where the Board refers to the
" inconsistent reporting of weld deficiencies by Daniel
inspectors" and-the apparent resolution of the data
inconsistency after three years. More importantly, however,
the Board.found that the embeds are safe even if the weld
deficiencies are greater than the 1/8 inch assumed in the
Bechuel analysis. Id.'at 1843-44.

38 Id. at.1841-43. See also id. at 1836-37.

39 mgag ,
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engineering methodology cer se, they contend that, in light

of the discrepancies between the Cives and. Daniel

investigations, there is insufficient evidence to support

the. factual assumptions underlying the Bechtel analysis.

They also urge us to reject the Board's conclusion that.

quality assurance procedures were adequate. They point to

the numerous criticisms of the quality assurance program

discussed by the Licensing Board and claim 'that the program

is degionstrably poor. They argue, finally, that the Board

improperly rejected their argument that the applicant

deviated from applicable code requirements in connection-

with the welding of the embeds.

We believe the Board's view that the embeds are safe is

supported by the record. jha begin with, although the

Intervenors are correct that no testing of the installed

embeds was conducted, the staff did undertake a visual
!

inspection of the installed plates. The plates used to

"

support the structural steel framing were loaded by the

floor slab dead loads and exhibited no sign of distress.40L
|

Second, the Board expressly evaluated the Intervenors'

claim that the installed embeds may contain defects

exceeding those found by Cives and utilized in the Bechtel
,

analysis. In its evaluation, the Board relied in part on

40 Staff Ex. 6 at 5.

t
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the assessment of the applicant's expert consultant, Dr.

John W. Fisher, who testified that the embeds could safely

carry their design loads even assuming that the worst weld

deficiencies revealed by the Daniel inspection extended

around the circumference of the rods.41 The Intervenors

argue that Dr. Fisher had inadequate information on which to

base his judgment about the capacity of the embeds.42 g,

disagree. Dr. Fisher testified that neither the load-

carrying capacity of the embeds nor their required margins

of safety would be adversely affected even if the

information contained in the Daniel data package was

assumed. Dr. Fisher was plainly acquainted with the code

requirements and the load-carrying design requirements

established by Bechtel fc5 the embeds.43 It does appear, as

the Intervenors point out, that Dr. Fisher could not

identify whether tensile or shear force would be exerted on

individual plates at the Callaway plant. However, he did

- identify the difference in the welding code requirements for

plates having primarily tensile forces as compared to plates

.

41 16 NRC at 1843-44, 1869. -

42
Intervenors' Brief at 11; App. Tr. 20-21.

43 See 'Schnell et al., fol. Tr. 501, at 13, 19, 39, 46;
Tr. 742-48, 1134-36.~- --
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with predominately shear loads.44 Thus, he had sufficient

information on which to conclude that all plates meet

necessary code and design requirements.-

Third, the Board relied on the Bechtel analysis in

support of its judgment that the installed plates are safe.

The applicant's witnesses testified that the original design

capacity of all the manually-welded plates included a

minimum safety factor of 2.0 against the yield limit state

of the plate and the tensile capacity of the anchor rods.

As the testimony showed, the reduced design capacity yielded

a minimum safety factor of at least 1.92, providing a

substantial margin for error even if the Daniel data are

assumed to be correct.45

Moreover, as the Boagd noted, bend and tension tests

were performed on several plates previously rejected, with

no signs of cracking or weld failure.46 The plates actually

installed at Callaway were made by the same company, in the

same time period, and with the same procedures as those~

44 See Tr. 991, 1050-51.

45 Schnell et al., fol. Tr. 501, at 34-38. See also 16
NRC at 1837. As noted above, however, the Beard appears to
have accepted the staff's conclusion that the Daniel data
are unreliable. Such conclusion has support in the record.
See, e.a., Staff Ex. 6 at 8-9; Intervenors' Ex. 14 at 2; Tr.
1356-58.

46'16 NRC'at 1869-70.

. .. _ .- . - - . . - . _ _ _ - . - . . . -
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subject to inspection and testing.47 It is not unreasonable
'

for the Licensing Board to have inferred that they are-

representative of the plates actually installed. The

Intervenors argue that these tests did not take into account

i multiple' defects and were not performed on plates as bad as

the worst cases reported by Daniel or assumed in the Bechtel

analysis. The plates tested were representative of the

plates fabricated by Cives, however, and the welds chosen

were the worst available.48 While we might agree with the

Intervenors that the tests, standing alone, do not

demonstrate empirically that the installed embeds are safe,,

the test results are fully consistent with the overall

! conclusion reached by the Licensing Board on the basis of

|- the total record.49
'

-

V -

| 47
~ ~ ~

Schnell et al., fol. Tr. 501, at 20-21.

48-

We note, in addition, that the Bechtel analysis
assumed multiple defects. See Tr. 724, 792, 1242. Further,
welding code revisions in the future will permit weldments
to be 25 percent smaller than those required at Callaway.i

| 16 NRC at 1869.

49 Our conclusion,is not undermined by the apparent
lack of written " documentation" of the results of the Cives
inspection. As the applicant pointed out, a letter from the
Cives project manager to Bechtel summarizing the results of

f its discussions with Bechtel about its inspection and
repairs was prepared.- See Board Ex. 1, Enclosure 2. The

,

Licensing Board found that Bechtel relied on information
communicated orally. 16 NRC at 1836. What seems clear is
that Cives-and Bechtel personnel reviewed the results of the
Cives inspection. See pp. 45-46, infra.

._,.:- .. --.--- - _ _ - . - - - . . . . . . . . _ . . - . - . . _ - _ . . - . . -
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t

The Intervenors contend, finally, that the embedded
,

plates are in violation of Commission regulations and

applicable code requirements. There is no dispute that,

during construction, Bechtel received staff approval of

cer,tain variances from the code requirements. But the

Intervenors maintained at oral argument that Criterion IX of

Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 requires that welding be

accomplished in accordance with applicable codes and that

such codes, therefore, constitute minimum requirements from

which no deviations are permitted.50

The Board found that the code requirements simply

constitute conservative guidelines, with exceptions

permitted, and that Bechtel prcperly received approval for

the exceptions.51 We believe the record supports the

Board's conclusion. In fact, the Intervenors recognized in
.

| their proposed findings that a relaxation of AWS Code
1

l ' requirements is permitted in proper circumstances, choosing

- to argue to the Board only that the relaxation of the code

requirements in this case had not been sufficiently

justified.52 The exceptions to the code were reviewed and

approved by the NRC staff, which characterized them as
,

!

!

.

50
App. Tr. 10.

51
; 16 NRC at 1840.
!

52
L Intervenors' Proposed Findings at 33.

|
|
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" minor in nature" and "not affect (ing] the basic weld design

or the capacity of the connection."53 Although the

Intervenors challenged that conclusion, they did not present

any contrary evidence,54 In such circumstances, we have no

basis for upsetting the Licensing Board's determination that

the embeds comply with Commission regulations and applicable

code requirements.

These conclusions reaerding the safety of the embedded

plates also lead us to affirm the Licensing Board's

determination that there was no significant' failure of the

applicant's quality assurance program. It does not appear,

upon analysis, that the defects in the embeds are serious.

Once discovered, these defects were carefully examined and

necessary repairs made on uninstalled plates. Appropriate

testing was conducted to determine the safety of the plates-

ai_eady installed before discovery of the defects, and we
_ _

are satisfied that the safety of the plant has not been

. compromised. While, as the Licensing Board suggested, the

quality assurance program may not have been perfect, none of

the deficiencies causes us to doubt its overall reliability.

Gallagher, fcl. Tr. 1261, at 5; Tr. 1292. See also
Staff Ex. 6 at 7-9.

54 See 16 NRC at 1840.
.
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C. SA-258 Piping

SA-358 is a material specification established by the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) for a type

of welded stainless steel pipe which is widely used for pipe

sizes greater than eight inches in diameter.55 Intervenors'

Subcontention II.A.I concerns the implications of a weld

defect found by a Daniel pipefitter in a single piece of

SA-358 piping. The Intervenors assert that the pipe in

question was manufactured without adequate control and
,

documentation of welding activities, tha't the nonconformance

was not "dispositioned" in accordance with proper

procedures, and that only information from a confidential

source and media and citizen involvement triggered a staff

evaluation ~of the defectiv,e part and the applicant's quality
assurance program. They also argue that the evidence fails

to establish the safety of the SA-358 pipe in question and

demonstrates, instead, that the applicant's quality

- assurance program to identify and to disposition

6
nonconformances properly is faulty. The Licensing Board

rejected these assertions. The Board found that the weld

irregularity was relatively minor, that it was identified

55
Id. at 1854.

2snarsr4Ra' MRimt AR__Mm___-.- - - - - - . _ _ _ I56
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and properly reworked by Daniel, and that the pipe is now

free from defects.57

We find no reason to question the Licensing Board's

determination that the SA-358 piping is adequate. The

evidence shows that the " defect" in the pipe was a 1/16 inch

excess weld height (i.e., beyond that permitted by the ASME

Code), which does not affect the weld quality or pipe
.

strength.58 Visual inspection, liquid penetrant

examinations, an ultrasonic test, and a radiography

examination performed after grinding down the excess weld

material did not disclose any remaining weld defects.59 The

Board found that there'were no cracks or fissures in the

weld and that the pipe was adequate with respect to quality

and wall thickness.60 We are satisfied that the Board's
,

finding is supported by the record.61 We note, in addition,

. _ _

%

.
ST 16 NRC at 1854-57, 1878-79.

58 Stuchfield and Laux, fol. Tr. 1537, at 7-16.

59
Id. at 17.

60 16 NRC at 1855, 1856.
61

The Intervenors claim that the Board failed to
respond to arguments regarding the possibility that the
-defective weld condition may have resulted from " drop-thru"
or " melt-thru." Intervenors' Brief at 15. We disagree.
The Board specifically noted that drop-thru and melt-thru
are visible-conditions and neither visible inspection nor
other inspection techniques indicated the presence of either
condition. 16 NRC at 1856, 1879.

.
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that required preoperational hydrostacic tests of the
-

emergency core cooling system will be performed at a

pressure 25 percent above the pipe desi'gn pressure.62 These

tests will provide even further assurance that no undetected

weld defects are present in that system.

.The Intervenors. claim that the defect uncovered in the

SA-358 pipe demonstrates that the quality assurance

procedures are inadequat'e. Such claim seems to rest largely

on two factors: first, a Daniel pipefitter, rather than the

manufacturer or the vendor that assembled the pipe into a

pipe spool after receiving it at the plant site, criginally

identified the defect; second, procedures for disposition of

nonconformance reports (NCRs) were supposedly not followed

because the report 'was dispositioned by an inspector rather

than the project discipline engineer.63

In the first place, all project personnel, including

craft personnel such as the pipefitter, are part of the

.

62 Stuchfield and Laux, fol. Tr. 1537, at 18.

63 The Intervenors' brief does not clearly set out
.their argument regarding procedures. As far as we can tell
from the proposed findings presented to the Licensing Board,
the Intervenors claim that the applicants failed to satisfy
Criterion XV of 10 CFR Part 50, Appen. dix B, which provides,
inter alia: "Non-conforming items shall be reviewed and
accepted, rejected, repaired or reworked in accordance with
documented procedures."

,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _
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cverall quality assurance-infrastructure.64 While we do not

excuse the failure of the manufacturer or the vendor to

detect the defect while the product was in either's

possession, the discovery by the pipefitter demonstrates

that the' quality assurance program contains enough

redundancy to minimize the risk that a defective pipe will.

actually be installed.

Second, the unrefuted testimony shows that proper

dispositioning procedures were followed. The applicant's

testimony indicates that a defect may be reported in an NCR

by either quality control or engineering personnel.65 Thus,

'the fact that the NCR was in this instance initiated by a

quality control inspector instead of a discipline engineer

is of no significance. Furthermore, while the Intervenors

appear to be correct that Bechtel initially dispositioned

the NCR erroneously, Daniel correctly accepted the

responsibility to correct the defects.66
~

.The Licensing Board concluded that the record regarding-

~SA-358 piping does not reveal a breakdown in the applicant's

64 Stuchfield and Laux, fol. Tr. 1537, at 6.

65
Ibid.

66 Overlap is not listed as a basis for rejection of
the pipe under ASME Code and thus need not have been
dispositicned as an NCR. See 16 NRC at 1855-56.

_ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ -
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quality assurance program.67 In this connection, however, -

the Licensing Board did not explicitly discuss the

allegation that the staff would not have been aware of the

defect in the pipe in the absence of an anonymous report.

While it is correct that the staff did investigate the

SA-358 pipe in ques *. ion as a result of an anonymous

allegation, the defect had been discovered and corrected by

Daniel before the staff became involved. Moreover, the

staff investigations found no safety implications in any of

the pipe defects or the subsequent repairs.68

D. SA-312 Piping

SA-312 is an ASME specification for both seamless and

welded stainless steel pipe. In welded pipe, the

longitudinal seam is welded; for double-welded pipe the weld
,

is made from both the inside and outside surfaces. If the

welds from the inside and outside do not meet, a condition

called " centerline lack-of-penetration" (CLP) results.

SA-312 pipe has been used for over 20 years in both.

nuclear and non-nuclear facilities. There have been no

.

67 Id. at 1856-57. .

68
See Staff Brief at 26-27; Applicant's Brief at 35;

Staff Ex. 7.

- - _ _ - _ _
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known failures of SA-312 pipe in nuclear facilities.69 The

SA-312 pipe at Callaway was manufactured by the Youngstown

Welding and Engineering Company. While Callaway was under

construction, longitudinal weld defects were discovered in

SA-312 pipe supplied by Youngstown for use in construction

at two other nuclear power plants. Documentation provided

with the pipe indicated that Youngstown had' performed the

ASME require'd ultrasonic examination of the pipe but that

the defects had.not been uncovered by such examination.

In light of the subsequent discovery of the defects,

Bechtel began a detailed t'est program of SA-312 piping. The

Bechtel program was designed to assess both the ability of

ultrasonic examination to detect CLP and the effect of CLP

on double-welded SA-312 pipe. Because Bechtel was using

SA-312 pipe-manufactured by Youngstown in constructing

several nuclear power plants, the test program was generic;
_ _

no tests appear to have been conducted on pipe actually

'

installed er on-hand at Callaway. The Bechtel investigation

concluded.that (i) ultrasonic examination cannot reliably

detect CLP in double-welded SA-312 pipe, (ii) the maximum

amount of CLP in the SA-312 piping produced by Youngstown

was 26 percent, and (iii) SA-312 pipe will function as

69 Rutherford, fol. Tr. 1898, at 3.

t

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _
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intended with an adequate margin of safety even with

significant amounts of.CLP.
4

A critical part of the Bechtel analysis was a
.

'

hydrostatic burst test conducted on three pieces of SA-312

pipe. One of those pieces had been routinely manufactured,

by Youngstown and contained-15 percent CLP. The other two,
,

were specially manufactured for the test to contain CLP of
,

40 percent and 55 percent. .The lowest pressure at which any

pipe. burst was-3000 pounds per square inch. This value is

well in excess of the ASME Code-required hydrostatic test

' pressure of-882 pounds per square inch for the pipe in

| question and is. higher than the design pressure for the

SA-312 pipe used at Callaway. O In addition to the testL

:

1 -

1 .e

t

-70 16 NRC at 1659, 1881. See Meyers et al., fol. Tr.
1773, atL27-28. In' reviewing-the record in tEIs case, we~

~ discovered that Applicant's Exhibit 10, Enclosure 4, page 4,
_ indicatedLthat some SA-312 piping will be-subjected to a
design _ pressure of 2485 pounds per square inch, which would
be well in excess ofEASME' code requirements'for SA-312 pipe.-

We issued an order on August 15, 1983 requesting comments on
,

| .this discovery. In its response, the applicant pointed out
that-the: pipe-in question is actually SA-358 pipe, not
SA-312 pipe, and thus was incorrectly included in the
exhibit. See Applicant's Response to Appeal Board Order of
August 15, 1983 (August 22, 1983) at 1. The staff is in-

agreement with the applicant's presentation. It-goes on to
point out that, following issuance of our order, the NRC
resident inspector at Callaway examined the actual piece of
pipe we~ identified, and confirmed that it is SA-358 pipe and
has more than the required wall thickness to meet the design
pressure snown in Applicant's Exhibit 10. See NRC Staff~

Response to Appeal Board Order of August 15, 1983 (Aug. 31,
: 1983) at 3-4. The staff's prompt and thorough attention to

(Footnote Continued)
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| program, two engineering analyses were performed. These

analyses indicated that, because of the ductile nature of

l the material from which it is made, a pipe would be likely

I to leak long before it would-fracture. Presumably, the leak

I .would be' detected before the pipe actually failed.
|
'

In view of its conclusion that standard ultrasonic

testing required by the ASME. Code could not reliably uncover

CLP, Bechtel recommended that further examination of SA-312

piping depend on the extent of the stresses under which the

piping would be placed. The NRC staff adopted this

recommendation. In I&E Bulletin 79-03A (April 1980), the

staff deleted the requirement for ultrasonic testing and
,

required, instead, that a' determination be made as to

whether SA-312~ pipe would-be subjected tc design hoop

stresses greater than 85 percent of the allowable design

1stress set forth in the ASME Code. Any piping system
.- _. -

subjected to stresses above 85 percent was to be identified
.

and further testing conducted. No further action was

required for piping systems with design hoop stresses less

(Footnote Conti~nued)
this matter i:s commendable. On the strength of the staff's
efforts, we are new satisfied that our earlier concerns have

~

been fully resolved.

71
Hoop stresses are the tangential stresses resulting

from internal fluid pressures. 'See, for example, Standard
Handbook of Engineering' Calculations (McGraw-Hill Book Co.
1972) at 1-31.

=-
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than 85 percent. The Licensing Board reviewed the various

tests ~and analyses conducted on the SA-312 piping and

concluded that the pipe used at Callaway will provide

2reasonable assurance of adequate safety.

With some exceptions discussed below, the Intervenors

do.not expressly attack the form or scope of the Bechtel

investigation on which the Board chiefly relied. For

example, they do not challenge the results of the burst

tests. Rather, they claim that the extent of the defects in

-the SA-312 piping installed at Callaway is unknown because

no' tests were conducted in cpnnection with that particular
~ _ piping. In this regard, they contend that there is no

evidence to support the conclusion that CLP in the pipes at.

Callaway does no,t exceed'26 percent. They also criticize

the results of the fracture analysis and maintain that the

i- acceptance of the pipe was inconsistent with applicable code

requirements. Except in one respect, we believe the Board's,

~ findings and conclusion are sound.

Bechtel examined 71 cross-sections of longitudinal

welds in over 500 feet of SA-312 pipe made by Youngstown.

In no case did CLP' exceed 26 percent. It is undisputed
.

..that , as the Board observed, the Callaway piping was made by

-the-same process, on the same machines, by the same -

72
16 NRC at 1857-62.
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personnel, and within the same time period as the pipe

actually tested by Bechtel.73 This being so, it 'was

reasonable to conclude that the former would exhibit the-

same type and extent of defect as the latter.

The Board noted, in addition,-that the pipes used in

the test had to-be specially manufactured beyond the welding

parameters actually used by the manufacturer in order to

produce test samples with greater than 26 percent CLP. The

Board believed that such evidence buttressed its conclusion

that CLP was not likely to exceed 26 percent.74 The

Intervenors claim, however, that the Bechtel information

does not properly take into account the possibility that arc

misalignment can affect the magnitude of CLP.

Although the Board recognized (and we think it is

clear) that arc misalignment could affect CLP,75 it did not

explicitly address the Intervenors' claim. It also appears

from the record that arc misalignment was not one of the

~ parameters controlled during-the Bechtel analysis,.so that

the precise effect of arc misalignment on CLP has not been

'

--

73
Id. at 1859.

74
Id..at 1859-60.

5
Id. at 1858.
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calculated. Thus, the Intervenors are correct that

Bechtel's conclusion that welding parameters outside the

range actually employed would be necessary to produce CLP

greater than 26 percent is flawed. At the same time,

however, there is rua affirmative evidence that arc

misalignment would increase CLP above the 26 percent

reflected in the Bechtel analysis. On the contrary, the 500

feet of pipe metallographically examined for CLP in detail

in 71 cross-sections includes some measure of arc

7misalignment. Given the margin of safety demonstrated by

the. burst tests and other analyses, and the inference that
~

the Board reasonably drew that the defect in the pipe at

Callaway would approximate that found in the pipe actually

tested, we do not believi ,that are misalignment would be

sufficient to increase CLP to a point that would call into
~

question the safety of the pipe.

Additional evidence supports the Board's finding that

- the pipe is.not.likely to fracture. As noted above, two

engineering analyses of SA-312 pipe with CLP indicated that

a pipe would be.likely to leak long before it would

fracture. _In fact, CLP on the order of 85 percent would be
,

necessary even before a pipe would leak under the stresses

76 See Tr. 1814.

See Tr. 1811-16, 1882.
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designed to be placed upon it at Callaway. Thus, complete

failure of the pipe is not likely.78
Moreover, the Board noted that the applicant's

consultant believed that CLP should be considered more from

a fatigue standpoint than from a fracture standpoint.79

According to that consultant, ASME code safety factors would

not be reduced even if the highest hoop stress values, the

worst CLP conditions, and the maximum anticipated lifetime
'

,

stress cycles were assumed.80 The Intervenors do not '

challenge the applicant's assertions regarding the fatigue

analysis. Rather, they argue that the impossibility of a

break is-based on what they characterize as "the absurd

conclusion that the amount of CLP in the weld would have to

exceed the wall thickness,of the pipe."81 Such conclusion,

they contend, is tantamount to a finding that a totally

| unwelded pipe would be acceptable.82 Although the Licensing
i

l Board's analysis is not a model of clarity, we believe it is

j - designed to demonstrate simply that, because of the ductile

!

8
16 NRC at 1860.

79
Ibid.

80 Meyers et al., fol. Tr. 1773, at 34. See id. at.

31-33.

81
Intervenors' Brief at 17.

82 Id. at 16-17.
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nature of the steel, CLP is highly unlikely to cause the

pipe to fracture catastrophically. Rather, if any failure

occurs, it will show up first as a leak. As a consequence,

we believe the fractura analysis supports the Licensing

Board's conclusion that the pipe is safe.

Lastly, the Intervenors maintain that the evaluation

and acceptance of the SA-312 pipe was inconsistent with

applicable code requirements.83 We disagree. The ASME Code

applicable to SA-312 piping generally requires welded pipe

to undergo certain nondestructive testing. The code

nonetheless permits the use of so-called " efficiency

factors" in circumstances where nondestructive testing is

not performed.84 Because such testing proved incapable of

detecting CLP, Bechtel rec,ommended reliance on the

efficiency factor approach, and the staff agreed. Under the

Code, SA-312 piping may be used without further testing

where the design stresses are no greater than 85 percent of

.

83
Id. at 15, 17; App. Tr. 9-11.

.

84
Efficiency factors provide design engineers with a

mechanism for utilizing reduced design stresses where an
examination has not been performed. For SA-312 pipe, an
efficiency factor of 0.85 is authorized, i.e., the pipe may
be used even if not examined as long as the design stress is
no greater than 85 percent of that ordinarily permitted by
the Code. See Meyers et al., fol. Tr. 1773, at 36-38.

. _ _ _ - _ - _ _
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that ordinarily authorized.85 The testimony reveals that

none of the SA-312 piping at Call'away will experience

stresses greater than 63 percent of the Code-allowed

stresses.86 Thus, contrary to the Intervenors' assertion,

the SA-312 pipe is being used at Callaway in conformity with
;

ASME Code-requirements.

E. Piping Subassemblies

Intervenors' Subcontention II.B concerns welding

deficiencies in piping subassemblies. This contention

arises out of a discovery of deficiencies in preassembled

piping formations manufactured by Gulf & Western (G&W) for

~ the Wolf Creek nuclear power plant. Because G&W also

; supplied subassemblies at Callaway, information regarding

the deficiencies was trasgmitted to Union Electric, which

[
undertook an audit of G&W subassemblies at Callaway. The

:

audit showed numerous noncompliances with-Bechtel

specifications and ASME requirements. Necessary repairs

~ were made.87

|-
, ,

!

8~5 Where design stresses are greater than 85 percent,
,

I further testing is mandated. The staff required the use of
" etch" testing in such circumstances. It.should be noted
that the 100 percent allowable stress has a significant
margin of safety incorporated into it so that the 100

. percent level can ordinarily be used for design purposes.
See Tr. 1864, 1879-80.

t .
86 Meyers et al., fol. Tr. 1773, at 38.

87 See 16 NRC at 1862-64.
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The Licensing Board concluded that the piping

subassemblies are now safe,88 and the Intervenors do not

challenge the conclusion that the repair efforts and the NRC

staff review now provide adequate assurance that the piping
,

subassemblies in their present condition will not affect the

safe operation of the plant. They claim, instead, that the

Board erred in totally ignoring evidence of quality

assurance breakdowns and violations of quality assurance

regulations.89

; TheLIntervenors'are correct that the Licensing Board

only briefly recited the essentially uncontested evidence

regarding'the: discovery of the-defects and their repair and

found, in a conclusory fashion ,_that the admitted

| deficiencies do. not call'into question the applicant's

overall quality assurance program. Nevertheless, it seems

clear from the Board!s opinion that, upon discovery of the

i defects, the applicant took all necessary steps to ensure
!

- that the subassemblies were reworked properly and that they

| - were safe. It is reasonable to. infer that the Board was
|

| satisfied with the applicant's efforts. In any event, we

have reviewed the matter and concur in the Board's judgment'

L

,

88 Id. at 1864.

89 Intervenors' Brief at 17-18.

<

"
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that-the overall effectiveness of the quality assurance

program has not been called into question.

We have no doubt that there were lapses in. quality

control in the manufacture and inspection of the

preassembled piping formations and the quality review by

- Bechtel. As far as we can.tell, however, G&W was, quite

simply, an unsatisfactory supplier of piping formations, and

Bechtel's quality control representative at the G&W plant

failed to fulfill his responsibilities properly. Although

Daniel personnel may not have been required to reinspect the

subassemblies.when they arrived at the plant, such

reinspection wculd_likely have alerted the applicant to the

presence of the deficiencies before it received the

information from personnel at the Wolf Creek plant.

Nonetheless, the defects were discovered by Daniel personnel

at Wolf-Creek and information promptly transmitted to the

appropriate personnel aE Cal'1away.~~ It also appears (and the

Intervenors do not seriously allege the contrary) that.

Bechtel and the applicant took all necessary stepr. to

correct quality assurance deficiencies as soon as they were

uncovered and to ensure that all subassemblies are safe.*

Thus, while it is plain that there was a quality assurance

. lapse insofar as piping subassemblies are concerned, we

agree with the Licensing Board that the failure was an

isolated one, was promptly remedied, and does not call into

.

_ . - _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . - _
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.

question the integrity of the overall quality assurance

program.

III. Other Issues

Apart from their challenge to the Board's disposition

of the five discrete safety issues just discussed, the

Intervenors attack-the Board's result in three additional

respects. First, they claim that the Board completely

ignored evidence concerning the effect of the firing of a

Daniel employee on the willingness of other workers to

report safety deficiencies.90 Second, they assert that the
~

Board generally ignored their detailed and~ lengthy proposed

findings of fact and conclusions of law in reaching its

decision.' Third, they' argue that the Beard expressly ,

disregarded the lack of candor by the applicant and Bechtel,
.

including material misrepresentations of fact made both to

the staff during the course of its investigations and to the

Board:in connection with the proceeding.' For reasons set

out below, we find none of these claims provides a basis for

reversing the Board's result.

90
Id. at 3.

91
Id..at 4.

92 Id. at 2-3.
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A. Ramifications of the emnloyee dismissal

William Smart was an ironworker hired by Daniel for the

Callaway project. A number of times while workJ.ng there,

Mr. Smart reported to NRC inspectors what he considered

safety-related deficiencies in Daniel's work. On March 21,

1978, Daniel fired him. The company alleged that the firing

was for insubordination, i.e., disobeying a direct order

from his foreman. Mr. Smart had his union initiate

grievance proceedings with the ccmpany and the grievance was

eventually referred to binding arbitration. The arbitrator

issued a decision in November 1978, finding that the company

had not established that Mr. Smart had been discharged for

disobeying an order. The arbitrator ordered his

reinstatement.93 ,

.,

According to the Intervenors, the evidence suggests

that, as a result of Mr. Smart's dismissal, other
~

construction workers have been unwilling to 'ome forwardc

with evidence of nonconformances.'4 Because the Smart-

incident was not the subject of a discrete contention, the

Licensing Board-did not expressly address this allegation as

.

93 We first encountered the issue of Mr. Smart's firing
in a somewhat different context. See Union Electric Co.
(Callaway Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-527, 9 NRC 126 (1979).

94
Intervenors' Brief at 2.
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part of its initial decision.95 Toward the'end of the

hearing, however, in connection with the introduction of

varicus exhibits, the Board Chairman observed that "we have

found no ties to Mr. Smart's firing and discharge with the

issues (raised by] the [c]ontentions that are now before

us."96 Neither in its brirf to us nor in its proposec

findings.of fact and conclusions of law do the Intervenors

refer to evidence sufficient to undermine that observation.

We have no doubt that the firing of a whistleblower can

have an effect on the willingness of other employees to

bring safety deficiencies to the attention of the

authorities. Indeed, when Mr. Smart's discharge was before

us at an earlier stag,e of this proceeding, we commented:

Common sense tells ds,that a retaliatory discharge
of an employee for "whistleblowing" is likely to

mation about apparent safety discrepancies.gnfor-
discourage others from coming forward with

#

But, even assuming that Mr. Smart was fired for

whistleblowing (an accusation that has never been
.

definitively resolved), there is insufficient evidence in

this record to demonstrate that a reluctance to report

95 The Intervenors did not specifically allege the
Smart incident as part of Contention 1 and the Licensing
Board did not treat the matter as a separate issue. The
Board did, however, admit some evidence concerning the Smart
incident during the course of the hearing in connection with
the litigation of specific subcontentions.

96
Tr. 2002.

97 Callaway, ALAB-529, supra, 9 NEC at 134.
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safety violations or deficiencies is a serious or pervasive

problem at Callaway.
.

In response to a letter from Mr. Smart, the NRC's

Region III undertook an' investigation of-his firing. Among

the matters specifically reviewed was the effect of the

firing on other empl'oyees. A random sample of 25 workers

was.taken to determine whether the firing of Mr. Smart had
.

the-purported " chilling effect" on the workers' willingnessr_

,

to come forward to the NRC with safety-related

allegations. The Intervenors note that the investigatory

staff did.not make a definitive finding regarding a possible

" chilling effect" of Mr. Smart's case on other workers.90~

We.think it fair to say that the report reveals that some
~

workers are reluctant to eome forwar'd in view of the Smart
,

-incident but that a majority of them have not been

intimidated. Indeed, as we noted earlier, it was a Daniel
__ _ _

pipefitter working at Callaway who,-in April 1979, some time
' ~ after the Smart incident, discovered and reported the defect

in the SA-358 piping. Similarly, Daniel welding personnel

at the Wolf Creek plant in March 1979 uncovered the

.

+-

98 Intervenors' Ex. 74 at 5, 16-17.

90' Intervenors' Brief at 8.
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potential deficiencies in.the piping subassemblies.100 Such

evidence as is available, therefore, suggests that the Smart

incident has-not had a pervasive chilling effect on the

willingness of employees to raise possible safety issues.

B. Alleced failure to address Intervenors' arcuments
!

-

The Intervenors claim that the Licensing Board failed
'

generally to address their proposed findings and.
,

conclusions. The Intervenors charge that their input was *

not only rejected, but that "in many cases it is barely
,

discernible from the decision that the Intervenors appeared

at all."101 In reviewing board-decisions, we' adhere to the
!

-fundamental: principle that a decisionmaking body must

confront the facts and legal arguments presented by the.

parties and articulate thg reasons for its conclusions on

disputed issues.102 To use an often quoted standard, the

decisionmaking body must take "a.'hard look' at the salient

problems."103 A licensing board decision, however, need not
'

.

100 16 NRC at 1863.

^011

Intervenors' Brief at 4.

102 Public Service Co. of New Hampshire (Seabrook
Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-422, 6 NRC 33, 41 (1977),
aff'd, CLI-78-1, 7 NRC 1 (1978), aff'd sub nom. New Encland
Coalition on Nuclear Pollution v. NRC, 357 F.2d 87 (1st Cir.
1978).

103 Greater Boston Television Corp. v. FCC, 444 F.2d
841, 851 (D.C. Cir. 1970), cert. denied, 403 U.S. 923
(1971).
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refer individually to every proposed finding as long as it

sufficiently informs a party of'the disposition of its

contentions.104 We believe that the Board's decision meets

that standard.

Because the Interveners did not present direct '

testimony, the Board cannot be charged with having ignored

the views of competent intervenor witnesses. Rather, the

Intervenors' claim must be that the Board either made
'

findings in disregard of evidence brought out on

cross-examination or drew incorrect inferences from the

evidence. In considering the issues,on review, we have

necessarily examined each of the specific claims regarding

the Board's failure to address matters purportedly presented
~

to it by the Intervenors.- In each instance, we have

sustained the Board's result. While we have found it

necessary at times to go beyond the Board's findings in
_

order to consider and resolve the Intervenors' claims fully,
'

we are satisfied that the Liard took a careful look at the

contested issues and did not generally ignore the

Intervenors' proposed findings and conclusions.

C. Specific allegations of lack of candor
.

The Intervenors charge that the Board ignored serious

doubts about the truthfulness of significant testimony
'

104 Seabrook, supra, 6 NRC at 41.
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,

offered by the applicant and Bechtel in reaching its

ultiraate conclusions.105 In particular, they allege four

instances of misrepresentation to the NRC staff and the

Board, all with respect to the manually-welded embeds: (a)

statements by the applicant and Bechtel that they had no

knowledge for several months of the Daniel inspecti'on of the.

embeds; (b) statements by the applicant and Bechtel that

they had documentation regarding the Cives inspection of the

worst welds uncovered; (c) statements by the applicant that

the tests of the embeds conducted at Lehigh University's

Fritz Laboratory under the supervision of.the applicant's

experts Drs. Ficher and Slutter were performed on " worst

case" welds; and (d) a statement that the reduced embed

capacity exceeded the design load in every case. They claim

that the Board agreed with their appraisal regarding at

least the first three items but nevertheless overlooked the

implications of such misrepresentations.107
~

We are satisfied that the Board properly took into

| account the allegations of lack of candor, including the
,

charges of misrepresentation, in reaching its conclusions.

The Intervenors' objection, in our view, comes down to a

105 Intervenors' Brief at 3.

106
See Tr. fol. 501 at 45.

107 App. Tr. 28-30, 75.

.
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disagreement with the Board over the weight to accord the

chargas. -Upon review, we are unprepared to substitute our

judgment for that of the Board on the weight to be given

these matters.108

1. As discussed earlier in our opinion, Cives and

Daniel undertook independent inspections of the

manually-welded embeds following the discovery of certain

defects. It is disputed in the record whether Bechtel knew

of the Daniel conclusions and data when it put together its

. report to the NRC. Bechtel claimed that it had no knowledge

of the conflicting Daniel information.109 Testimony from

-

-108 The applicant and the staff insist, as a threshold
matter, that these instances of misre, presentation were
improperly raised for the first time at oral argument before
us. App. Tr. 44-45 (applicant), 55 (staff). We agree that
the Intervenors' brief merely raises general :cusations of
misrepresentation without pointing to the specific instances
discussed at oral argument. See Intervenors' Brief at 2-3.

- But the Intervenors did alert the Licensing Board and other
parties to the subject matter of the allegations in their
proposed findings (see Intervenors ' Proposed Findings at
1-2), and both the applicant and the Board dealt with the
accusations. See Applicant's Reply to the Proposed Findings
of Fact and Conclusions of Law Filed by Other Parties (Apr.
5, 1982) at 25-26, 31-32; 16 NRC_at 1836-41. Moreover, the
allegations of misrepresentation are ci'ted on appeal in
combination with the assertion that the Bcard failed to give
proper weight even to its own misgivings surrounding the
truthfulness of applicant's testimony. As a result, we have
decided not to separate the charges of misrepresentation
from the other matters concerning the candor of the
applicant's prese_ntation.

109 See Tr. 796-97.

9
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Daniel witnesses tended to support the Bechtel claim.

The -Intervenors argue that' such claim is untrue.111 The

Board did-infer from the record, as the Intervenors charge,

that Bechtel must have known of the Daniel inspection

despite their testimony.112 Nonetheless, the Board found it

unnecessary to rule definitively on whether Bechtel had

; misrepresented the exten.t of its knowledge because it found

that Bechtel should have known of the Daniel investigation

and conclusions even if it did not.

We can add little to the Board's appraisal. Alt.6 agh

we have not attempted to resolve the evidentiary dispute

ourselves, we are convinced that the Board was properly

alert to the matter and that its ultimate decision was made'

in the face of a healthy ' skepticism about the Bechtel

testimony.

2. The Intervenors allege that'the applicant

misrepresented the facts when it asserted that it had

~ " documentation" that the deficiencies in the manually-welded
,

embeds were no mere than 1/8 inch undersize. They contend
,

that the Board endorsed their allegation. In fact, the

applicant did receive a communication from Cives outlining

i

.

110 See Tr. 1376-87.
,

111 App. Tr. 28.

112 16 NRC at 1838, 1868.
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'the results of its inspection.113 The Board took note of

the communication but concluded that it did not constitute

"' documentation' as that term is normally understood."114
,

The Board did not characterize the applicant's assertion as

a misrepresentation, however, and it is plain that the Board

fully considered the matter in reaching its final

determination.

3. At the request of the NRC staff, the applicant's

consultants at Lehigh University conducted bend and tension

tests on 12 manually-welded embeds. The applicant's

witnesses explained that the 12 plates selected for testing

" included rods having welds with the most apparent visual

deviations," and characterized these plates as the " visually

' worst case' nonconformidg anchor rod welds."115 In their

proposed findings, the Intervenors claimed that the

applicant's representation that tests were performed on
_ _

plates " representative of the ' worst case' conditions . . .

- is not true."116 They did not maintain that the welds

(
i tested were not the " worst" from those visually inspected
.

from among the 45 plates earlier rejected by Daniel but not

.

113 Board Ex. 1, Enclosure 2.

114 16 NRC at 1837.

115 See Schnell et al., fol. Tr. 501, at 45.

116 Intervenors' Proposed Findings at 2.
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'

repaired. Rather, their argument was that the rods chosen

were not as bad as the " worst case" found by the Daniel

inspectors and assumed in the Bechtel engineering
analysis.11 The applicant conceded the Intervenors'

argument;-indeed, it claimed that such information

demonstrated the conservatism of the Bechtel-analysis.

Applicant urged further that "[t]he plates were

representative of the Cives produced manually-welded plates

and the welds chosen were clearly the worst available."118

The Licensing Board found simply that the plates selected

" contained the worst available welds."119 We cannot find
' *

either that there was misrepresentation regarding the

applicant's presentation of information or that the

Licensing Board misunders'tood the Intervenors' argument.

4. In its. proposed findings, the applicant indicated

that "[ijn all cases the recalculated load carrying capacity
_

(of the manually-welded embeds] still exceeded the maximum

~ intended design load."120 In their proposed findings, the
i

j Intervenors pointed out that four plates will actually bear

11
Id. at 34.

118 Applicant's Reply Findings at 32 (footnote
emitted).

110
16 NRC at 1841.

'

120 See' Applicant's Proposed Findings of Fact and
-Conc.'usions of_ Law (Feb. 1, 1982) at 49.
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loads that are equal to the calculated reduced load capacity

of the plate, and argued that the applicant and Bechtel had

misrepresented its results.121 In its reply findings, the

applicant conceded that its earlier findings had included an

" overstatement" regarding the load carrying' capacity.122

The. Licensing Board. explicitly noted both the original error

and the Intervenors' charge of misrepresentation but was

apparently unconcerned about the allegation, turning,

instead, to the substantive undergirding of the Intervenors'

argument.1 We find no fault in the Board's apparent

decision to assign little if any weight to the original

error.

The Licensing Board'-s partial initial decision is
,

affirmed.

It is so ORDERED.

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD

.

O.. b-4 bw\
C. Jyin Shoemaker
Secretary to the
Appeal Board

.

121 See.Intervenors' Proposed Findings at 23.n.17.

122 See Applicant's Reply Findings at 27 n.26. On
brief to us, the applicant characterizes its proposed
findings as "an unintentional overstatement." Applicant's
Brief (Apr. 6, 1983) at 15 n.11.

123 See 16 NRC at 1837.

-
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